The continuing challenge of Hodgkin's disease.
Patients with Hodgkin's disease, treated at most major medical centers, enjoy a cure rate on the average of approximately 75 percent. An additional 5 or 10% will not die of Hodgkin's disease, because of the success of secondary treatments or because their deaths result from other related or unrelated causes. There are sub-groups of patients who fare better or worse than this average, depending on prognostic factors such as age, stage, bulk, or site of disease and on the primary management program. Substantial improvements in these curability and survival statistics will be difficult to achieve and demonstrate. The major efforts of clinical investigators of Hodgkin's disease in 1990 are to identify and reduce the serious long-term morbidities of treatment programs and to assure that the excellent outcome results achieved at major centers can be accomplished more widely throughout the world. The emerging challenge for investigators of Hodgkin's disease in the next decade is not only to refine treatment methods but to gain a better understanding of the nature, etiology, and pathogenesis of the disease. There are very important data and observations that suggest that Hodgkin's disease is not a single disease entity, based on epidemiologic, histologic, and immunologic characteristics. Despite the heterogeneity of the disease, familial clustering and HLA correlations give strong evidence that there is a genetic basis for at least a component of the pathogenesis. The new tools and concepts of the molecular geneticist combined with the recognition of more homogeneous disease subgroups give great promise that the genetic basis of Hodgkin's disease will soon be understood.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)